Four days in London: MSc Residential

Ken Harris tells all from the second Residential of the MSc in Restorative and Aesthetic Dentistry

W
ow, what was I drinking last night? Ah, I remember now, it’s the second MSc residential course, and I’m not in Kansas anymore. I’m in London, and the upcoming four days constitute one of the highlights of this MSc course. The venue nestles close within the shadow of the Tower of London, and just a rinse and spit from the iconic Tower Bridge.

Answers on a postcard
First question, first day; “why are we filling white teeth with silver fillings?” answers on all three sides of a postcard please to the quixotic Professor Trevor Burke. Posterior composite theory from the good prof with practical skills demonstrated by his faithful sidekick, Sancho Panza, in the shape of the excellent Dr Louis McKenzie; altogether now … “I’m Spartacus!!”. Inspirational, but we all know what happened to him don’t we.

A hugely enjoyable four days with top flight speakers and thought provoking discussions amongst colleagues (with the occasional large sirloin thrown in!). However, I still wonder if we have learned enough yet to placate the savage beast that is the “once in a generation phenomenon” known as Dr Martin Kelleher. Check your screen for the latest odds!!!
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